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Prologue:  
The PG holds orbit while they wait for reports from the away teams.  The teams each have a unique challenge at their sites but mostly they seem to be doing well... mostly.
  
<<<<<<<< RESUME MISSION - Time's Thief >>>>>>>>>>
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::sitting in the center chair on the bridge::

XO Amendoeira
@::on the floor, staring at a strange local staff weapon::

CSO Biishe
 #::On the planet in the museum dedicated to the god of water, with a rather tenacious admirer.::

Raymar
 # ::Continuing to be the most humble of guides.::

XO Amendoeira
 @~~~CSO : Auri... I need help... Contact the Paula Greene to get me out of here...~~~
  
CO Bafii
 ::in his quarters::

Raymar
 # CSO:  What would you like to see next beautiful?

XO Amendoeira
 @::grabs the staff, and pulls himself up to his feet::

FCO Miller
 ::in his quarters, preparing to leave and head for the bridge::
  
CO Bafii
 <aOPS> CEO: Um, sir... I've lost the XO on sensors.  There was a great deal of static and now his signal is just gone.

CSO Biishe
 #::Hearing Tealk smiles to her guide::  Raymar:  This is a bit embarrassing, but is there a... ladies room around here?

XO Amendoeira
 @::again pulls the staff towards him, and as the guard comes close enough, applies a Vulcan Neck Pinch::
  
CO Bafii
<CEO Burke> ::slides down in the chair, his first time in the big seat and they lose the XO::  aOPS: Intensify the scans, find him.
    
Raymar
 #::Perplexed::  CSO:  A ladies room?  You mean there are ladies here... ::Panics a moment::  You must not enter the inner sanctum of the elite... ::Whispers::  You don't want to die do you?
  
@ACTION: The guard collapses.

XO Amendoeira
 @::finds a room where he can enter and hide::

CSO Biishe
 #::Keeps her face still and bows her head::  Raymar:  A thousand apologize... I am unused to the colloquial term... I need to go to a private place for a moment... nature calls.

XO Amendoeira
 @~~~CSO : All my gear has stopped working. I've disabled two guards who heard me. I'll try to keep out of sight...~~~

FCO Miller
 ::looks down at his chronometer one last time and heads out of his quarters::
  
CO Bafii
 <aOPS> ::nods and sets to work::

CSO Biishe
 #~~~~XO:  I am trying to get by myself to contact the ship.  But if you are having problems, I wonder about myself and the others.~~~~
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::sighs:: *CO*: Captain, we seem to have a problem.  We've lost the XO's signal completely.
    
Raymar
 #::the inference dawns on him::  CSO:  Ahhhhh of course.  The public facilities are just down this hallway....  ::Takes her by the arm and leads her.::

XO Amendoeira
 @::enters a small storage cabinet, and closes the door::

CSO Biishe
 #::Follows along, relieved that she didn't need to try and explain further.::
  
@ACTION: The cabinet is dark and wet, there is a strong smell of cleaning products of some sort.

FCO Miller
 ::heads down the corridor until he reaches the TL.  He steps inside and requests the bridge::

XO Amendoeira
 @::endures the smell, standing perfectly still, ears open for any other guards coming::
    
Raymar
 #::Stops in front of a door.::  CSO:  Here you go my sweet.  ::Leans against the wall and pulls out his sketch pad once more.::  I'll wait for you here.
  
CO Bafii
 *CEO*: Well find him, I'm on my way.  ::heads out into the hallway and summons the lift::
  
 @ACTION: The XO can hear a few pairs of feet running by the room, but they don't even pause.

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  Thank you... ::Slips into the room and looks about for a secluded place.::

XO Amendoeira
 @~~~CSO : I can't get caught, Auri... The consequences to this society would be devastating. Two guards will have a hard time to explain what they saw without evidence.. But if they find me and my gear...~~~
  
ACTION:  The FCO's lift stops and the CO steps in, a grumpy, displeased look on his face.
    
Raymar
 #::Sketches the goddess he just met... wondering how he will get her alone... sly grin comes across his face.::

CSO Biishe
 #~~~XO:  I am working on it... ~~~

FCO Miller
 ::sees the look on the CO's face::  CO:  Anything wrong Captain?
  
CO Bafii
 FCO: Oh, just a vanishing Exec on a pre-warp planet... nothing too serious.  ::still grumpy as the lift reaches the bridge and he exits::
  
CSO Biishe
 #::Finding a secluded spot, she slips into the area, making sure none can hear her, and taps a pattern on the stones of her armband before speaking very quietly.::  *CO*:  Captain, this is Commander Biishe.  Commander Amendoeira needs to be beamed from the surface quickly.  His cover is blown.

FCO Miller
 ::exits the TL and heads to his station where he nods to the aFCO and takes his place::

CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::stands and reports:: CO: We are still trying to locate the XO but apparently the stone used in the construction of the museum is giving us some problems.  It builds up a harmonic resistance to our scans and we have to continually change the frequency.
    
Raymar
 ::Begins coloring in her features.:: Self::  A little wine to loosen her up... maybe some snails to get her in the mood....
  
CO Bafii
 ::nods:: *CSO*: Understood, I'll see what we can do.

XO Amendoeira
 @::closes his eyes, and attempts to meditate, to calm himself down::
  
CO Bafii
 ::turns and faces the main viewscreen::  FCO: Please get the CTO on the comm.

CSO Biishe
 #~~~XO:  I contacted the ship.  I don't know why you are having problems.  I need to go back out to my guide before he gets suspicious.~~~
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::moves back up to his station happy that the CO didn't kill him on the spot::

CO Bafii
 ::his stance is rigid, tension in every muscle, this simple little mission has been anything but so far::

CSO Biishe
 #::Checking her appearance in a highly polished bit of metal that extorted her image, she exits the room.::

XO Amendoeira
 @~~~CSO : Alright... Be careful my love...~~~

FCO Miller
 CO:  Aye sir.  ::taps his comm badge::  *CTO*:  Lt., please respond.
    
Raymar
 #::Pushes himself off the wall.::  CSO: Ahhh there you are, beautiful as ever.  ::Grins::  Why don't we go and get a drink?

XO Amendoeira
 @::opens his eyes, and looks around the room::

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  I would be honored, but I have so little time that I may stay here and there is so much to see.
    
Raymar
 #CSO:  Ok then... how about the turtles or maybe that new exhibit that just came in.. I haven't seen that yet and it's supposed to be exquisite.

CTO Shoarra
 $::steps behind the building:: *FCO* Shoarra here.

FCO Miller
 *CTO*:  Stand by for the Captain.  CO:  Sir, I have the CTO on comm.
  
CO Bafii
 FCO: Thank you... glad to know something can go right here.
  
CO Bafii
 *CTO*: Lieutenant, have you been able to finish your scans?

XO Amendoeira
 @::finds a ventilation panel to the side of the room, and goes about opening it with as little noise as possible::

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  I love sea turtles, they and dolphins are my favorite.  But my curiosity is peeked on seeing the new exhibit.

FCO Miller
 ::turns back to his duties with a slight grin on his face::
  
@ACTION: A large spider is disturbed by the XO but runs away instead of attacking.
    
Raymar
 #::A little excited:: CSO:  You got it.. we just have to get into that long....so long line up.. let me get us some water so we don't die of thirst waiting.
    
Raymar
 #::Goes over to a concession stand and orders water.::

CTO Shoarra
 $*CO* Just done Sir.  I was about to request transport back to the ship.

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  I will wait for you there... and... thank you.
  
CO Bafii
 *CTO*: Excellent.  The XO is in need of help.  Seems there is something odd with the building he is in and we lost contact.  We will beam you to just outside the building.  Get in, find the XO and get both of you clear of the building so we can beam you back to the ship. 

XO Amendoeira
 @::manages to open the cover, and starts putting all of his gadgets inside. The anti-grav unit, the tricorder, the comm badge, and his phaser::

FCO Miller
 CO:  Ready to have the CTO beamed over on your command.

CSO Biishe
 #::Makes her way to the edge of the line, pulling back inside herself, hoping she does not stick out.::
    
Raymar
 #::Returns with the water and gives on to Biishe.::
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::works quietly at the back of the bridge analyzing the museum structure to figure out where it all went wrong.::

CTO Shoarra
 $*CO*: Aye Sir.  ::straightens up and sees that no one is around:: I'm ready for transport.
  
CO Bafii
 FCO: Energize and then watch them closely.

FCO Miller
 CO:  Aye sir, understood.  ::initiates transporter and beams the CTO to just outside the building::
  
CO Bafii
 ::relaxes a bit and decides to sit in his chair, however once he sits down he finds the CEO left it all bumpy.::

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  Thank you... how long do you think this line will be?

CTO Shoarra
 @::looks around and walks carefully toward the entrance::
    
Raymar
 #::Shrugs::  CSO:  Who knows... it's been said that people have waited hours...  I hope you were not in a hurry?

XO Amendoeira
 @::closes the panel again. At least now if he's caught, well... The technology will not be::

FCO Miller
 ::can still sense how uptight the CO is::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Running scans of all the four museums, looks them over again, uncertain of the information she is getting.::

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  Hours?!?  Ummm... perhaps if I come back later, it will be much shorter?

XO Amendoeira
 @::listens to hear if anyone is outside the door. Not hearing anything, he opens the door slightly, looking at any signs that would help him identify where he is in the museum::
    
Raymar
 #::Face pales::  CSO: It won't be shorter.. the only way it will be short is when the museum closes.

FCO Miller
 CO:  Sir, there's really not a whole heck of a lot you can do right now.  I'm sure both me and the CEO can take things from here if you'd care to go to your RR.

CSO Biishe
 #::Takes a sip of water, hiding her frustration::  #Raymar:  Perhaps I could see the rest of the museum for now.

Raymar
 #::Looks forlorn:: CSO:  I guess.  I was looking forward to seeing this.  It's just this is the first time I had someone who was willing to come with me.

FCO Miller
 ::monitors the lock he has on the CTO::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Standing up, she hands a report to the captain:: CO: I think I have the reason why the first officer is having so much problem.  I am picking up a crystalline structure inside the museum.   I can't get too much information as it seems to absorb various forms of energy, and my sensors are a type of energy.

CTO Shoarra
 @::steps inside the museum and begins listening for any sounds::
  
CO Bafii
 FCO: Thank you for your concern Commander, but I think I'll stay were I am.

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  You honor me greatly...  And I do want to see this... but there are others waiting upon me.  I would say tomorrow, but I will not make promises I cannot keep.

FCO Miller
 CO:  Understood Captain.  Just thought you could use a break.
    
Raymar
 #::Heart breaks::  CSO:  You have another man don't you?
  
CO Bafii
 FCO: Please spend less time worrying about me, and more on your console.  What is the status of the CTO?

CSO Biishe
 #Raymar:  I am sorry, but yes.  Another has claims upon me.
  
CO Bafii
 SO: Keep on it.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CO: Yes sir...

FCO Miller
 ::grins::  CO:  Yes sir!  The CTO has entered the museum.

CTO Shoarra
 @::moves in cautiously and tries to scan for the XO::
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::examines the information the SO just communicated and almost shoots himself for not seeing it earlier::
    
Raymar
 #::Lips tighten as well as his body.::  CSO:  I guess you are not the goddess I thought you were.  I will not keep you then... ::turns away from her.::

XO Amendoeira
 @::realizes he is somewhere between the Natural History wing and the Ancient Arts wing. Takes note of the symbols in his mind, and heads back into the room, closing the door behind him::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Returns to her station and tries some other way to gather data on the crystal.::

CSO Biishe
 #::Lifts a hand to stay him, but puts it back to her side.  She had a duty to perform and it was not this.  Quietly.::  Raymar: Perhaps another time and another place... thank you for your kindness.  ::Turns around to go find a secluded spot.::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO:  Sir... I have a question for you.

FCO Miller
 CO:  Sir, I just lost the CTO's signal.  Trying to get it back now.
  
# ACTION: As the CSO moves on, a form in the crowd catches her attention.
    
Raymar
 #::With a deep sigh he walks away....  Out of the corner of his eye he spots a tall blond and hurries after her.::

CTO Shoarra
 @::moves further down the hall, still scanning::
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::turns:: SO: Yes?
  
@ACTION: The CTO's tricorder begins to lose power.

CSO Biishe
 #:: Pauses as someone seems to draw her attention.  She turns to look unobtrusively::
  
CO Bafii
 FCO: Keep on it, also monitor the perimeter of the location and watch for their biosigns.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO:  I need to scan something that absorbs energy.  Do you know of a frequency I can still do this and yet not have it swallowed up?

FCO Miller
 CO:  Aye sir, understood.  ::begins monitoring the perimeter::

CSO Biishe
 #::Her eyes scanning the crowd again, her eyes brush him once more to make certain, before she goes to find a secluded spot::
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> SO: Well, you could try passive scanning techniques, simply read the energy that is coming off the item without sending any more at it.

CTO Shoarra
 @Self: What the??? Well, guess I get to find him the old fashioned way.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO: Hmmm... but I would think that would give me the information I already have.  ::Shrugs::  No harm in trying.

CSO Biishe
 # ::Finding a secluded spot, she once again contacts the ship.::  *CO*:  Captain, I have located our thief.  What would you like me to do?

CTO Shoarra
 @::finds a guard unconscious on the floor:: Self: Looks like a Vulcan's been here. ::grins and keeps moving::

OPS Mushgrave
 #::Having completed what she came to do.. she finds a secluded spot at the back of the museum.  Tapping her comm badge and speaking quietly::  *FCO*: PG this is Lt. Cmdr. Mushgrave, one to beam up.
  
CO Bafii
 ::sits upright, at least something is going right:: *CSO*: Follow him.  If you have the opportunity, apprehend him.

XO Amendoeira
 @::hears footsteps outside::

FCO Miller
 *OPS*:  Transporting now.  ::initiates transport::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Placing the sensors on active, reads the incoming data.::  CEO:  I can get a better outline of the structure... ::Places it on the screen::  But that is it.  But ya know... now I look at it... I could swear the energy signature has changed slightly.  It is more like the sensors...  naaa... I must be reading it wrong.

CTO Shoarra
 @::trips over the other guard in the dark:: Self: Two?  My my Commander, you have been busy.
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::walks over to the SO::  SO: Hmm, there are similarities.

CSO Biishe
 #*CO*:  He is currently standing in a very long line into the main exhibit.  I have been informed this line could last for hours before we get in.

OPS Mushgrave
::Feels the familiar tingling and finds herself back on board in the transporter room.  Hoping off she waves to the chief and exits.. Finding the nearest TL she enters.::  Computer: Bridge.

CO Bafii
 <TR Chief>  ::sighs as she passes::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO:  You see it too?  What if we change frequencies quickly while scanning.  It might give us data of a different sort.

CTO Shoarra
 @::turns a corner and heads down a new hallway::

FCO Miller
 CO:  Transport of OPS is complete.  I'm sure she'll be on her way to the bridge shortly.
  
CO Bafii
 ::nods to the FCO:: *CSO*: Keep your eye on him, but don't get too close.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Feeling the TL stop she skips out onto the bridge.::  CO:  Lt. Cmdr. Mushgrave reporting from away team.  ::Tosses the tricorder to the SO.::

FCO Miller
 ::smiles as he sees OPS apparently in a happy mood::
  
CO Bafii
 OPS: Good, but it seems the CSO has found our thief.

CSO Biishe
 #*CO*:  I will join the quuee to go inside.  I was planning on going back later when it had closed... ::Pauses::  Would it be possible to beam me a transponder I could attach to him?

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Grins:: CO:  She has all the fun.  ::Relieves her acting ops and sees a new face and grins at the new flight jockey.::
  
CO Bafii
 OPS: See if we can get the CSO what she needs.  *CSO*: We'll work on it.

XO Amendoeira
 @::notices the steps are right outside::

OPS Mushgrave
 CO:  And that would be?

FCO Miller
 ::looks at OPS and gives her a smile and a wink::  OPS:  Welcome back.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Leans over::  FCO:  Hey.. I'm Julie.. ::Holds out her hand to shake his.::  And thank you.  Welcome aboard.
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> SO: Can't hurt to try it.

CSO Biishe
 #*CO*:  Beam it to my location.  At the moment, the area is clear.  If that changes, I will move to another.  Biishe out.
  
CO Bafii
 OPS: A transponder to plant on the thief.

FCO Miller
 ::returns the handshake::  OPS:  The name's Jared...Jared Miller.  Nice to meet you.  ::smiles::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Looks over at the Capt:: CO:  That I can do...  ::Requests a transponder from supply and has it transported to Biishe.::  Transponder away.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO:  OK... ::Reaches over and begins some adjustments and give the computers orders.::  Commander Biishe is going to have fun readjusting the sensors after this... ::activates the command.::

CTO Shoarra
 @::moves down the hall::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Eyes Burke for a moment::  FCO:  So Handsome, what are you doing after shift?

FCO Miller
 ::grins::  OPS:  Nothing so far, haven't had any offers.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Grins back.:: FCO:  Consider yourself offered.  How about a drink?
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::busy with the SO and doesn't even notice Julie is back::  SO: Well, what fun is it if we don't make a mess?  ::smiles that charming smile of his::

FCO Miller
 OPS:  Just one?  ::grins::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Laughs::  FCO:  Or as many as you like.

#ACTION: A small items shimmers into existance next to the CSO

CSO Biishe
 ::Hearing the sounds of a transporter, glances in that direction and locates the transponder.  Walking over to it, she bends down as if to adjust her shoe, and palms it.::

CTO Shoarra
 @XO: Commander? ::calls softly:: Commander!
  
FCO Miller
 OPS:  You got it!

XO Amendoeira
 @::thinks he hears a familiar voice... slowly opens the door to peek through the crack::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Turns, her eyes twinkling at the chief and smiles::  CEO:  I will let her know.

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Gives Jared a grin and a wink.::

XO Amendoeira
 @::sees Shoarra and opens the door:: CTO : In here...

FCO Miller
 Self:  Seems it will be a very interesting assignment.

XO Amendoeira
 @::goes back into the room to retrieve his gear from where he hid it::

CTO Shoarra
 @XO: You can come out now Commander.  I believe you knocked out or killed all the boogey men.

FCO Miller
 ::whispers::  OPS:  Oh, by the way, I do believe the Captain got up on the wrong side of the bed this morning.

CSO Biishe
 #::Walking back to the long line, she unobtrusively makes sure the thief is still inline.::

XO Amendoeira
 @::gets back out with his gear:: CTO : You sure? Only two of them?

CTO Shoarra
 @XO: My tricorder is dead but I've not seen any other signs of guards.
  
@ACTION: The pair hears a set of heavy footsteps coming their way.

CTO Shoarra
 @XO: But, then again. ::looks up toward the sound::

XO Amendoeira
 @XO : What darn luck that with only two guards, they would be close enough to me when I came in that they heard me...

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Looks back at the Capt then whispers.::  FCO:  You'll get used to it I guess.  He is new we haven't gotten a chance to know him yet.  I may have to give him a pick me up.... bourbon has a way of curing all ills.  ::Shoots darts at Burke with her eyes.::

XO Amendoeira
 @CTO : So what the hell happened here?

XO Amendoeira
 @::starts walking towards the exit::

CSO Biishe
 #::With transponder in hand, she acts as if she knows someone and makes a rushed move to them, only to stumble against the thief, leaving the transponder nestled in his clothes.::  Thief:  Oh sir...I am so sorry... Please, let me help you....

FCO Miller
 OPS:  So bourbon is what does it!  ::grins::

OPS Mushgrave
 FCO:  Yeppers... like my daddy always says.. ::Chuckles::

XO Amendoeira
 @::starts at a run:: CTO : I was wondering how you could have gotten here so easily...
  
CO Bafii
 <Thief>  ::smiles as he helps the CSO up::

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Catching OPS look at the CEO, she smiles.::

CTO Shoarra
 @::keeps up with the XO:: XO: We don't have far to get out.  Hopefully, he's not seen nor heard us.

FCO Miller
 ::senses the relation between the CEO and OPS::
  
@ACTION: There are more footsteps now and they seem to be hurried.

CSO Biishe
 #Thief:  Again, my apologies... perhaps I could repay my clumsiness with a drink.

CTO Shoarra
 @XO: Keep going or duck in somewhere? ::looks at what they are passing for hiding places::

XO Amendoeira
 @CTO : Yeah.. I hope not. Try not to touch anything, and we need to leave everything as it was...
  
CO Bafii
 # <Thief> ::smiles and shakes his head as he then steps out of line and down a corridor::

XO Amendoeira
 @CTO : Keep going.. If we stay they'll eventually find us.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO:  I am not getting much information for specifics, but our other thought is confirmed.  ::Brings up the data::  Each time our sensors alter, so does the readout of the crystal structure.

CTO Shoarra
 @::tucks her tricorder in to free her hands, then increases speed a little::
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> SO: Let's see what the upper band harmonics look like. ::reaches up to the console and his hand accidentally rubs against the SOs::

CSO Biishe
 #::Her eyes follow him, trying to give the impression what a handsome man he is, so that none will make anything of it.::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Blissfully unaware of what is going on behind her.::

CTO Shoarra
 @XO: There! ::points:: That's where I entered.

CSO Biishe
 #::Making her way out of the line, she heads for another secluded spot, keeping an eye on him.::  *CO*:  Captain, the transponder is planted and he and I both are basically secluded for the moment.

FCO Miller
 ::looks down at his console to monitor the perimeter::

XO Amendoeira
 @::follows the CTO out:: ~~~CSO : Help just got here. We're coming out of the museum now..~~~

XO Amendoeira
 @CTO : Don't forget to lock the door...
  
CO Bafii
 OPS: Lock onto the CSO's signal and the transponder and energize.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> ::Blushes::  CEO:  I will add the data in.

CSO Biishe
 #~~~XO:  Good.  I have the thief tagged and should not be too far in being beamed aboard.~~~
  
CO Bafii
 <CEO Burke> ::smiles and takes his hand back::

CTO Shoarra
 @::skids to a stop just outside the door and turns to lock it::

OPS Mushgrave
 ::Hand slides up her console.::  CO:  Locking on sir.... ::Then taps her console.::  Energizing!

XO Amendoeira
 @::as soon as he is outside:: CTO : Over there.. ::points to a secluded alley::
  
 ACTION: Only the CSO materializes on the pad.

CSO Biishe
 ::At the sight of the familiar room, she looks around for the thief.::  Odd...

CSO Biishe
 *CO*:  Captain, did you beam the thief elsewhere?

OPS Mushgrave
 CO:  I only have Cmdr Biishe.

CSO Biishe
 <SO Ziana> CEO:  With this added information... let see what the computer thinks of it...

CTO Shoarra
 @::follows the XO::

FCO Miller
 OPS:  No worries, I've got the others.  ::locks onto their biosigns and transports::

CO Bafii
 *CSO*: One moment... ::waits for OPS to check::

OPS Mushgrave
 CO:  I have Cmdr Biishe... ::lets out a curse.::  and one transponder.

CSO Biishe
 ::Waits on the pad unless he must be beamed back down to the surface.::

ACTION: The CSO looks down and notices the transponder pinned to herself.

CTO Shoarra
 @*CO* Now would be a very good time to beam us up.
  
ACTION: The XO and CTO materialize on the ship.

XO Amendoeira
 ::appears on the pad next to his wife::

CSO Biishe
 ::Outloud::  All for the love of....  damn.

XO Amendoeira
 ::raises an eyebrow at his wife's comment::

CSO Biishe
 *CO*:  Sir, he must have made me.  He managed to transfer the transponder onto me.

CSO Biishe
 ::Looks ruefully at Tealk.::
  
CO Bafii
 ::sighs and leans back in his chair:: *CSO*: Very well, report to the bridge.
  
<<<<< PAUSE MISSION >>>>>

